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Risk assessment of urban areas aims at limiting the impact of harmful events by increasing awareness of their possible consequences. Qualitative risk assessment allows to figure out possible risk situations and to prioritize them, whereas quantitative
risk assessment is devoted to measuring risks from data, in order to improve preparedness in case of crisis situations. We propose an automatic approach to comprehensive risk assessment. This leverages on a semantic and spatiotemporal representation
of knowledge of the urban area and relies on a software system including: a knowledge base; two components for quantitative and qualitative risk assessments, re
domain ontology, to represent urban knowledge, and of a geo-referenced database,
including geographical, environmental and urban data as well as temporal data related to the levels of operation of city services. CIPcast DSS is the component de
qualitative risk assessment based on computational creativity techniques. Two case
studies concerning the city of Rome (Italy) show how this approach can be used in a

of risks and objectivity of their assessment.


computational creativity, conceptual modelling, geographic information system, ontology, risk
assessment, temporal database

 |  

consideration, and quantitative risk assessment, performed by analysts to estimate the impact of predefined risks by means of math-

Improving preparedness to crisis due, for instance, to extreme

ematical risk functions, simulation or assimilation of historical data.

events as natural phenomena like earthquakes and flood, will in-

Estimation of cascading failure propagation in electric power sys-

crease city resilience. However, this requires to analyse and to

tems (Baldick et al., 2008; Pahwa et al., 2014) and losses due to an

prioritize a multitude of relevant scenarios that could happen in a

earthquake (Silva et al., 2014) are examples of works on quantitative

typical risk assessment activity. Current literature distinguishes

risk assessment. However, most of the existing approaches do not

between qualitative risk assessment, performed by stakeholders

consider the temporal evolution of the state of the systems under

to identify a limited number of possible risk situations worthy of

assessment and, consequently, how the risk level could change over


provided the original work is properly cited.
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      ontology design patterns 

human judgment and experience, it is almost impossible to identify

ontology design pattern is a reusable conceptual structure to support

unlikely but disruptive risks that, due to communication gaps, remain



uncovered. These unexpected risks are recently referred to as “black

    



from pre-specified ontology patterns.
We present our experience on comprehensive risk assessment
on two case studies regarding relevant areas of the city of Rome

geo-localized risk mini-models dynamically associated with sensitive

(Italy). The first case study considers the area close to Isola Tiberina,

points of interest (POIs). Examples of points of interests are hospi-

which is located in the city centre and encompasses a large museum,

tals, transportation services, museums and restaurants. In general,

         

risk mini-models are fragments of conceptual models representing

we associated this use case to the flood risk. The second use case

possible risks of socio-technical systems (Coletti et al., 2017). Risk

  

-



stance, the level of risk for a metro station could vary according to the

considered risk related to earthquakes.

time of the day (e.g. from very high level during the rush hour to low

We discuss plausibility and objectivity issues related to risk

level during closing times). By ingesting temporal data on the level of

assessment processes. The paper has been organized as follows.

operability of urban services, we compute dynamically the level of risk

Section 2 presents relevant work. The literature review was mainly

of all the automatically generated risk mini-models.

conducted in the research areas concerning both quantitative and



qualitative risk assessment. Section 3 describes the ideas behind

this approach overcomes limitations of existing qualitative risk as-

qualitative and quantitative risk assessment. The proposed software

sessment approaches, as they only rely on past data and on the

-

experience and the different perception of experts. Computational



          -

presents conclusions.

ing computational systems that create artefacts and ideas (Colton &
Wiggins, 2012). We refer these methods to the creative process of
the experts while they are conceiving risks that could lead to possi-

  |            

ble disruptive crisis situations that never happened in the past. In a
recent paper (De Nicola et al., 2019), the authors explicitly validated

This paper deals with dynamic risk assessment for metropolitan

the effectiveness of a computational creativity approach in support-

areas due to natural events. The most common approaches to this

ing emergency management officers and risk analysts to conceive

purpose are either quantitative or qualitative risk assessment.

novel emergency scenarios for smart cities. In this work, more gen-

     quantitative risk assessment for

erally, the focus is on the capability of an automatic approach to sup-

populated areas, we cite the seismic vulnerability and risk assessment

ply risk descriptions that are useful to experts in their activity of



qualitative risk assessment. These risks may represent both familiar

Coimbra in Portugal; the earthquake risk assessment for Istanbul

and new plausible situations for the selected areas.

metropolitan area (Erdik et al., 2003); and the quantitative risk as-

The approach is supported by a software system that allows

sessment from climate change (World Health Organization, 2014)

the above-mentioned dynamic generation of geo-localized risk

that, among the different causes of death, includes also costal flood

mini-models. The system consists of the following components: a

mortality.

     

In the scope of qualitative risk assessment, among the most im-



portant contributions are the paper of Rinaldi, Peerenboom, and

Coletti et al., 2019), a domain ontology formalizing knowledge

Kelly (2001) that discusses types of risks due to interdependencies

concerning environment, city services and infrastructures and re-



lated risks, and a geo-database including data on urban areas and

       

            

and discussing water systems risks with roots on climate change

        -

           

ing the computational support for automatic risk identification

      

and ranking, by querying the ontology and using context data; and

similarly, presents a modelling approach to cause–effect relation-

-

ships underlying risks and vulnerabilities. Both works propose con-

tem)-based tool for risk analysis of critical infrastructures, enhanced

ceptual modelling approaches for vulnerability assessment of urban

with forecasting and decision support functionalities. Preliminary

areas. These identify some upper level concepts as hazard, exposure

results, discussed in Barcaroli et al. (2019), are here extended by

and impact that should drive adaptation strategies due to climate

considering the temporal dimension of risk assessment.
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qualitative and quantitative risk assessment and allows generating
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(2019) proposes an approach mixing qualitative and quantitative risk

Recent works address the problem of spatiotemporal as-

assessment. With respect to these works where qualitative assess-

sessment of risks either from a quantitative perspective (Zhu

ment is performed by interviewing experts, our proposed activity is

         

automatized by means of semantics-based and computational cre-

König, Rass, & Schauer, 2018; König & Schauer, 2019) due to

ativity techniques.

critical infrastructure interdependencies. In Zhu et al. (2019),
the spatiotemporal distribution of flooding is simulated by using


      

are simulated during the urban flooding time period. Instead, in

        

-

       

ble status of localized critical infrastructures is computed over an

available since October 2019. 1       

entire time period by means of a software based on a time-depen-

Excel, is aimed to help city authorities and other stakeholders in

      

the common understanding of current and future risks to assets

these approaches uses semantic technologies to automatize the

of cities. These users are guided in manually scoring likelihood of

risk assessment process. However, in the case of operational sce-

threats and rating exposure, vulnerability and response measures

narios management, tools based on semantic technologies exist





data, the QRE tool computes a compound risk level by means of



a risk matrix. In our approach for risk assessment, not only risks



are automatically assessed by means of a similar risk matrix and

one of the aims of the open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003) com-

same computation methods, but we also automatize the scoring

         

of the individual risk parameters based on real data, as explained

creative approach to open innovation for health and safety in man-

in Section 4, so avoiding error-proneness of human-based data

ufacturing plants. With respect to them, we adopt semantic query

entry and subjectivity of the scoring.

       

-

Cavallucci, and Rousselot (2009) propose a creative approach for

ogies for risk assessment. One of the first was the vulnerability upper

knowledge acquisition to support innovation. We share with them



the use of an ontology but we propose different reasoning tech-

including concepts as risk, threat, system, stakeholder, severity and

niques and a different application scenario.

vulnerability. Then, this ontology was extended to build the first ver       

and risk presented by Sales et al. (2018) and the ontology of emer

  |                       
        
  

        
close domains as the ontology proposed by Elmhadhbi, Karray, and

In this section, we present the foundational aspects of the proposed



approach for risk assessment.





focuses on the knowledge required in this paper, which concerns ter-

risk situation from a semantic perspective. This set includes a service



(s), a vulnerability (v), a critical event (c) and the hazard (h) causing it.

multi-level specialization hierarchy that is a feature required in order

The formal definition of the risk mini-model r is the following:

       
effectively (De Nicola et al., 2019).

= svch

s S v V c C

hH

        
physical and functional vulnerabilities of infrastructures and urban

          

services to describe risks in a urban area. In future works, we plan to

sake of simplicity, we consider a POI as a system providing a ser-

extend it with psychological vulnerabilities of people for a more de-



tailed account for human aspects in the description and assessment

of service that can be provided to commuters. Other perspectives

      

for a system are, for instance, the economic value and the physi-

Wiseman, Burke, and Reifels (2018) investigates impacts of climate

        

change hazards on human health, including emotional resilience and

        geo-localized temporal

        

risk mini-model can be considered as an instance of a risk mini-model

Chatelet (2019) analyses predictability of the stress influence in the

that represents a POI, its semantic functional representation, a vul-

management of a crisis.

nerability, a critical event and the hazard causing it, the geographical

Printed by [E.N.E.A. - 192.107.067.222 - /doi/epdf/10.1111/1468-5973.12309] at [07/05/2021].
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decision-making for resilient cities, include the Quick Risk
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coordinates of the POI, and the time of the critical event. Hence the



geo-localized temporal risk mini-model rp is defined as follows:

temporal evolution over time.

p=

r, p, xi ,t

where p represents the POI, xi are the spatial coordinates
(i = 1, 2,3) of the POI, and t is the time.

 |                            
       
 

Then, we define the RiskLevel mapping function that maps the
domain of the geo-localized temporal risk mini-models to the level

The automatic approach for semantic spatiotemporal risk assess-

of risk:

ment enhances the decision support system capabilities of a pre       
iskLevel: rp 

          

where

risk assessment following both quantitative and qualitative meth          ={

}

cally, the overall system consists of independent services exposing
the required functions for risk assessment to a middle layer, which

    RiskLevel mapping function is
computed is presented in Section 4.

set of all the pairs consisting of a geo-localized temporal risk minimodel and its corresponding risk level:

is responsible for their coordination and of their interaction with the

  
from a map.
cision support system named CIPCast, conceived and designed in the

p

=

rp , l

      Critical Infrastructures
Preparedness and Resilience Research Network (www.ciprnet.eu),



and further developed in subsequent research projects and activi-

risk mini-models for an urban area. Colours represent the level of

        

risk in a given instant of time (red: high, yellow: medium, green: low).

-

-

tive risk assessment services rely on a domain-specific configuration

ized temporal risk mini-models can change over time.

        



         

in a urban area. Then, for that POI he/she automatically retrieves

knowledge related to hazards, systems and emergency manage-

a ranked list of possible geo-localized temporal risk mini-models.



         Evolution of level of risk
of a geo-localized temporal risk minimodel [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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expected for the CI components (e.g. the breakage of a transformer in an electric substation); (b) topological and behaviour
features of the network; and (c) network (inter-)dependencies, in

CIPCast Decision Support System (DSS) is conceived as a combina-

order to estimate over time the degradation of the service(s) level

     

provided by the network(s) (e.g. an electric outage caused by a

features to perform operational risk prediction and analysis of criti-

failed substation).

cal infrastructure for natural hazards such as earthquakes. Indeed,


CIPCast can exploit different types of data, both from its own

emergency planning, providing fundamental information for imme-

-



ticular, the geo-database contains several data features: (a) terri-

such as base cartography, risk maps, critical infrastructure features

torial and environmental data (basic cartography, hydrogeological

data, data from sensors, scenario produced are stored and managed

data, morphology, geology, etc.); (b) socio-economic data (census



data); (c) data about structures (features and characteristics of

to dynamically acquiring external data from many different sources

buildings) and infrastructures (power lines, gas pipelines, water

(e.g. weather and seismic data stations), to establish the current ex-

supply network, telco network components, roads and railways,

ternal conditions. These data are used to implement the following

etc.); (d) natural hazard and risk maps (earthquake catalog, seismic

functional blocks for quantitative risk assessment.

risk, inventory of landslides, flood risk, etc.); and (e) point of interest (POI) data. In order to predict the damage scenario, CIPCast

• Prediction of Natural Events, by estimating the expected man-

gathers real-time data from field sensors and from external reposi-

ifestation strength for predictable events in the areas under

tories/services. In particular, it acquires (a) earthquake events from

observation;

the seismic network of the Italian institute for geophysical studies

• Prediction of Damage Scenarios, by correlating the strength of the



expected hazard manifestations to the specific vulnerability (i.e.

       

that related to the perturbing event) of the different critical infra-

humidity, wind, pressure, etc. in a given area; and (c) satellite re-

structure (CI) components located in the affected area. The dam-

mote sensing data (e.g. measurements of displacement through

age scenarios are performed for all the CI components having a



high probability of being damaged due to the hazardous event(s).

Risk assessment functions of CIPCast concern physical damages

• Prediction of Impacts and Consequences, by combining (a) damages

estimations on buildings and components of critical infrastructures.

Printed by [E.N.E.A. - 192.107.067.222 - /doi/epdf/10.1111/1468-5973.12309] at [07/05/2021].

         Semantic spatiotemporal system architecture [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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         -

      

frastructures and POI), CIPCast can assess—for each element—the

be evacuated) and on the delivery of services (e.g. buildings

possible degree of damage depending on the type of event expected

collapse and consequence on roads).

(and its intensity), taking into account the vulnerability of the element

-

itself to a specific hazard (such as earthquake and flood) (Taraglio

ational processes such as multiple strategies to manage crisis scenar-

et al., 2019). Then, in the case of critical infrastructures, CIPCast eval-



uates the impact that the expected service damages could cause on

the level of damage for buildings in a large area affected by a simu-

the affected infrastructure element (e.g. substation, powerline and

lated earthquake.

pipeline) and, consequently, on the entire infrastructure (Di Pietro

        
which operates as a stress tester enabling to simulate earthquakes

|


Such CIPCast module firstly simulates the ground shake map (re-

The automatic functions for semantic spatiotemporal risk genera-

lated to earthquake intensity), by also considering the amplification

tion and assessment aim at supporting a user, such as a risk analyst

effects, and then estimates the expected damages to buildings and

or a city planner, to imagine possible scenarios and identify relevant

other infrastructure elements. It allows to:

ones for objectives such as city emergency management and/or risks
mitigation. Indeed, this component provides an automatic ranking



of the generated situations, based on context information on spati-

events actually occurred) and estimate the (deterministic) sce-

otemporal dimensions, a useful function to speed up the subsequent

narios in terms of macroseismic intensity;

qualitative assessment activity by the user.

      
vulnerability was previously estimated;

These functions rely on spatiotemporal context data; a domain
ontology for territorial management and infrastructures; and a risk

         
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Barcaroli et al., 2019), and the risk assessment function, which can
be specified in a configuration file, consists of a risk matrix account-

        -

        

tations of environment, critical infrastructures and related hazards,

        

           

-

       

ment functions follows.

relationships and axioms relevant for representing a domain of in              
         
        
Coletti et al. (2019) and from the risk of system service design pattern

also includes knowledge related to interdependencies between critical infrastructures (Rinaldi et al., 2001). In particular, the risk of system
service design pattern allows representing risks for city services due
to catastrophic events as earthquakes, floods and landslides. This on

upper level concepts is presented in Table 1, whereas the description
of the relationships between them is presented in Table 2.

         
model risks for system service [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

        







Hazard

Event or trend or their impacts (e.g. floods, droughts and sea level
rise) with likely detrimental consequences to human systems




Event representing one or more effects on systems from exposure
to a hazard; effects are mediated by the strength of the hazard





The propensity of a system function to be adversely affected.
This results from the balance between sensitivity and adaptive

et al. (2018))



Service provided by system

Stakeholder


subsystems





havingImpact

Conceptual relationship between a Hazard and a


concerning









takingCareOfEvent

Conceptual relationship between Stakeholder of a system and


       Description of the five upper
level concepts belonging to the risk of
system service ontology design pattern

       Description of the
relationships between concepts belonging
to the risk of system service ontology
design pattern

Printed by [E.N.E.A. - 192.107.067.222 - /doi/epdf/10.1111/1468-5973.12309] at [07/05/2021].
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understanding, are associated with one or more metrics, which are
either evaluated at conceptual level, or at instance level. Then, the

This function takes as input a list of service types, semantically

overall risk is assessed, by aggregating these values according to a



time-dependent formula that can be configured for the system. The

selected urban area, and the type of hazard with its associated

entity-level metrics are defined as described in Table 3, and they

properties. Semantic annotation was done manually by some ex-

are individually assessed by some experts in the system prepara-



tion phase. Indeed, these values depend on geographical and en-

(Coletti et al., 2017) is automatically built from the predefined

vironmental information, on the specific city, on the service types

ontology pattern, as that derived by the conceptual model in

and on risk expert's knowledge, and they can be updated during



system operation following the changes at the information sources.



During a risk assessment activity, a predefined risk formula:

semantic descriptions of possible service risks. These are repre, t): = RiskLevel POI, RM, SV, TR, VL, CL, HR
(2)
System service, Hazard, Functional vulnerability,
(1)
Critical event of system, Stakeholder

sition of the POI xi and the time t. This formula aims at assigning



a time-dependent risk level to each risk mini-model of a POI of

       

the city. Essentially, a risk level indicates the importance of the

those provided as input, and, possibly, the Hazard component spec-

identified risk, so it serves the purposes for comparing risks with

ifies the type of the hazard chosen by the user.

other risks of the same POI. One approach, commonly used in
qualitative risk assessment, is to combine risk levels with a risk
matrix, a two-dimensional table for combining likelihood of haz-

|



This function implements risk ranking mechanisms accounting for



both semantic criteria and for contextual information related to

for Disaster Risk Reduction. The severity level of a risk mini-

the characteristics of the POI and of the geographical area where

model for a POI is computed as the geometric mean of the values:

it operates. Specifically, all entities of the risk mini-model, ex-



cept the Stakeholder whose role is limited to risk description and

official studies from environmental institutions.

         
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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       Risk assessment metrics








System service

ServiceValue

POIName

Aim: instance-level metric applied to a POI, indicating the relative value and/
or criticality of the specific service within the city, that is compared to other
services. Hence, this metric provides a measure of a possible loss, functional,
economic or quantity of victims, in case of adverse events
Value:
Data source: Rome municipality

TimeRelevance (TR)

POIName

Aim: instance-level metric applied to a POI, indicating the level of operation of
the service at the time of occurrence of an adverse event. Hence, this metric
provides a time-related weight for the possible consequent loss, functional,
economic or quantity of victims, for the given POI

Data source: operation time profile of the service (e.g opening–closing time and

service


VulnerabilityLevel





Aim: conceptual level metric associated with a specific functional vulnerability
type of a service, indicating the relative importance of that vulnerability
Value

Data source: domain expert's knowledge

Critical event of
system

ConsequenceLevel


CriticalEvent

Aim: conceptual level metric associated with a specific type of critical event
(e.g. loss) that may occur at a service after an adverse event, indicating its
relative importance for the service
Value

Data source

Hazard

HazardRiskLevel
(HR)

Hazard,
POIPosition

Aim: instance-level metric associated with a type of hazard and the
geographical position of the specific POI, indicating the probability of
occurrence of that hazard in the locality of the POI
Value
Data source
(http://www.isprambiente.gov.it)

|

information for that area includes points of interests such
as schools, hospitals, public places, and CI components such

Once the risk mini-models are ranked by the automatic time-based

as water pipes, road characteristics and position of electric

risk assessment component, various types of browsing functionality

substations.

can be implemented, according to the spatiotemporal dimension or

Two types of studies are currently supported by the system,



namely (i) damage estimation on buildings and infrastructure



components of the area by means of simulation models and (ii)
initial qualitative multi-perspective assessment of risks for the
POIs of the area and consequences for citizens. Whereas the

|

first type of analysis may be completely automatic as it relies
on full availability of the required data, the second type is a ma-

One of the envisaged usages of the overall system is in the preven-

chine assisted human activity, as complete information is hardly

tion phase from potential crisis events that pose risks to a specific

available and requires elicitation of tacit knowledge from several

urban area. The following scenario illustrates such a use case.

experts.
          

          -

area by the analyst are automatically identified and this infor-

quake for a zone of an urban area. The analyst specifies the haz-

mation exploited to generate semantic descriptions of possible

ard and selects the city area by interacting with a map by means

risk scenarios. The results are supplied to the risk analyst on the
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         Risk matrix [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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         Example of result visualization of risk mini-models based on time and risk relevance [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
in the identification and browsing of all relevant risk situations,

(RQ1) To what extent the semantic risk descriptions generated

with the final aim to improve completeness, and hence reliability,

by the system are plausible?

of the assessment.

(RQ2) To what extent the system is useful for risk assessment?


  |                              
         

|



         

based data for an empirical study with the objective of evaluating ef-



fectiveness and usefulness of the proposed semantic spatiotemporal

for the case study because this area is highly crowded due to the

risk assessment approach. In particular, we intended to investigate



the support, given by our system, to a risk analyst and/or a city emer-

of the largest university in Europe with over 110 000 students, a

gency operator to identify risk situations and evaluate their priority

large hospital (with availability of 1,200 beds), several public and

in order to handle them.

private services, restaurants, a metro service and an historical cem-

To this purpose, we set the following research questions.
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-

Isola Tiberina, instead Sunday at 21:00 and Tuesday at 18:00 were

ble risks due to the impact of an earthquake on such a crowded area.

-

The second selected area, the Isola Tiberina area, has been consid-

dividual POIs of the areas were set correspondingly. Concerning

ered as it includes another important hospital in Rome, museums,

Isola Tiberina, Sunday at 11:00 a.m. was chosen because we as-

restaurants and governmental offices. This area is also close to the

sumed that there are several people in the POIs of the area on that

Tevere river and, as such, it is exposed to flood risk, whose possible

day and at that time. Instead, we assumed that there are relatively

    -

few people on Tuesday at 21:00. Concerning Policlinico, Sunday



at 21:00 am was chosen because we assumed that there are few

        

people in most of the POIs of the area (except the selected restau-

mini-model related to the Isola Tiberina area is presented in Table 4.

rant) on that day and at that time. Instead, we assumed that there

The following activities were required to configure the system

are relatively more people on Tuesday at 18:00 as hospital and

and prepare the queries for the experiment.

metro station are expected to be crowded.

an earthquake event were required for the Isola Tiberina area
and from a flood event for the Policlinico area.

|

2. POIs identification and selection. Two subsets of POIs located in
the two selected areas were chosen according to the following

The semantic risk mini-models generation and qualitative spati-

criteria: (a) each subset must include relevant POIs for the city;

otemporal risk assessment functions run on the areas and tempo-

(b) the two subsets include POIs of the same service type; and

ral based input sets described above. Then, four risk assessment

(c) each subset contains POIs of various types. So, for Policlinico

experts, with good knowledge of Rome geographical and urban



characteristics, were asked to estimate the quality of the obtained



results. In particular, two of them, expert A and expert M, analysed

3. Selection of temporal data. Two different week days/time were

the risk assessment lists for the POIs in the Policlinico under an

decided for the assessment of the risks from the hazard events.

earthquake hazard, and the other two, expert G and expert V, ana-

Namely, Sunday at 11:00 and Tuesday at 21:00 were chosen for

lysed the risks for the POIs in the Isola Tiberina area under a flood

         Policlinico area and related POIs [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Printed by [E.N.E.A. - 192.107.067.222 - /doi/epdf/10.1111/1468-5973.12309] at [07/05/2021].
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       Isola Tiberina risk mini-model

       POIs selected for the case study related to Isola
Tiberina area


: Pharmacy









Pharmacy

: Patient



Hospital











Worship place

: very high
: high

event. Each expert was asked (a) to judge the plausibility of the
generated risk mini-models with a yes/no answer; (b) to evalu        


       POIs selected for the Policlinico area scenario

expert was asked to provide the criteria followed for attribution






Hazard localization, that is hazard risk level for the POI localiza-



Cemetery

tion; Economic value, that is the relevance of the POI in the city;



Embassy

Vulnerability, that is the type of vulnerability supplied in the risk

Istituto Superiore di Sanità

Office

mini-model; Critical event, that is the type of impact supplied in

Policlinico

Hospital

the risk mini-model; and Time , that is the time indicated for the

Police Station

Police



Office



Restaurant

Policlinico metro station

Station





hazard event. The obtained risk evaluations and comparison with
  
Table 9 summarizes the accordance of the risk results by each
   
of the experts on the risk evaluation criteria, compared with that
used by the system.
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         Isola Tiberina area and related POIs [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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       Plausibility of the risk mini-models for the POIs of the two areas according to the experts
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Policlinico

18:00 Tuesday
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21:00 Tuesday
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11:00 Sunday
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0
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0%

Isola Tiberina

0
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       Comparison of the qualitative risk assessment by the system with that by the experts
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#
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0
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#

7
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%

2.02%
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39.77%

#
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173



93



%

23.34%





1.73%



38.90%





       



















40.17%

277





199

42.98%







134



213
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          Spider graph of expert
weighting factors [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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for the POIs of Isola Tiberina were judged plausible by the assigned
experts and about 90% of the risk descriptions for the POIs in the

RQ1 concerns validation of the automatically generated risk mini-

Policlinico area were judged plausible by both expert A and expert M ,



who evaluated them. This is a very good result, which is also related
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with the quality of the source ontology and appropriateness of the

how these two systems can operate in synergy to perform seman-

risk semantic model.

tic spatiotemporal risk assessment for urban areas, and provide
validation results of the approach on two case studies within the

the qualitative risk assessment process. Especially in the case of less



familiar risk descriptions, as in the case of our risk mini-models, this

with experience in real past situations. The results demonstrate

process is human-based. Therefore, we used this trial to measure

that the generated risk mini-models are generally plausible and the

differences (if any) in the human perceptions of risk situations, even

automatic evaluation is useful to provide an objective input for

when performed by domain experts, and an automatic assessment



leveraging on an urban risk knowledge base, environmental risk data



and a type of risk formula as in the common practice for qualita-

ontology and study more deeply its impact on the overall risk

tive risk assessment. In this respect, for each area, in Table 8 we

assessment. This will be accomplished by providing the various

reported the number of risk mini-models judged of low, medium

types of experts with tailored functionalities aimed, for instance,

or high relevance by each of the two evaluators for each POI, and

at supporting the activity of forming risk assessment teams or at



suggesting alternative risk perspectives.

we noticed that the expert results generally differ from the system
results, and that, for both areas, results by the two experts also dif-

             

fer. Table 9 presents the detailed analysis of agreement in relevance

     

       

       

This shows the number of risk mini-models that were judged at the





-

objective means to assess the relevance.



-



ing that the four experts have actually attributed different weights to
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result confirms that subjectivity is an influencing factor in qualitative
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